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We introduce the concept of a cloud-antichain, which is a natural generalization of antichains 
in partially ordered sets, and solve some seemingly basic extremal problems for them. 
Following the discovery of our identity (in [l]) we found the ‘missing term’, which converts 
Bollobas’ inequality into an identity. 
It immediately yields the uniqueness in the Sperner Theorem for unrelated chains of subsets, 
which are an example of a cloud-antichain. 
Introduction 
An antichain ti in a poset 63’ can be characterized as a subset without chains of 
length 1. This lead Erd6s [7] to consider subsets without chains of length k. 
Instead of excluding certain chains one may exclude other configurations. This 
general point of view was taken in [5]. Here we give another generalisation of the 
concept of an antichain, which covers also cases which have been studied already 
(see PI). 
Definition 1. (93i)El is a cloud-antichain (CAC) of length N in 9, if 
(a) Bi c 9’ for i = 1,2, . . . , N, 
(b) for all pairs (i, i) of indices any members Bi E 93; and Bj E %j are not 
comparable. 
The sets !Bi are also called clouds. They are obviously disjoint. Antichains are 
characterized by the property that all clouds have size one. This suggests the next 
notion. 
Definition 2. (Bi)~I is a k-cloud-antichain (k-CAC), if IkBi[ = k for i = 
1,2, . . . , N. 
In [2] the maximal length of k-CAC’s with each 9& being a chain has been 
determined in case 9 is the poset of subsets of a finite set. 
We prove uniqueness of the optimal configuration found in [2]. The proof is 
based on the approach of [l] to lift LYM-type inequalities to identities. Here it is 
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Bollobas’ inequality [3-41, which we are able to improve to an identity. Another 
such example is an inequality in [5]. 
Next we consider incomparable varying length chains of subsets and determine 
their maximal length as well as their maximal weight under a canonical weight 
function. We also take a look at cloud-chains. 
Definition 3. ((e,),“,, is a cloud-chain (CC) of length M in 9, if 
(a) %i C 9 for i = 1, 2, . . . , M, 
(b) for all members Ci E Ce, and Cj E ‘Gj we have Ci < Ci, if i <j. 
Whereas CAC’s are complex objects, it is easy to analyze CC%. In order to 
better understand CAC’s we investigate here the case N = 2 and maximize the 
sizes of the clouds. We get a tight bound for IYe,] l%$l. Amazingly, a neat proof 
can be based on an ancient inequality [6]. This encouraged us to consider other 
two family extremal problems, namely, mutually intersecting systems (MIS) 
(a, 93) defined by the properties d, 9 c 264 Sz = { 1,2, . . . , n}; A n B # B for all 
A E d and B E 93 and mutually comparable systems (MCS) (& .%a), for which 
A 3 B or A c B holds for all A E d, B E 93. 
For the ranges of triples (l&l, (91, (SB tlW1) of cardinalities we establish 
asymptotically optimal results for MIS’s and exact results for MCS’s. 
Part I: Identities 
1. An identity behind Bollobhs’ inequality 
First we generalize our basic identity [l] in the same way as Bollobas’ 
inequality generalizes the LYM-inequality. For this we use an elementary result, 
which can be found with a short proof in [2]. 
Lemma 1. For two sets A, B c L2 = {1,2, . . . , n} with A c B exady 
n. 
, 
maximal chains in $9’ = 2* the power set of L& meet {C: A c C c B}. 
Theorem 1. Suppose Al c B,, . . . , Al t Bl are subsets of {1,2, . . . , n} such that 
Ai $ Bj for i #j, then 
where 
6~ {Y: gi: Ai c Y c Bi} and W&(X) = 
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Notice that the special case Ai = Bi for i = 1, . . . , 1 is our identity of [l] and 
that a consequence is Bollobas’ inequality 
(1.1) 
Proof. We repeat the proof of our basic identity in [l] so that the meaning of 
occurring terms is clear. 
For % = {X E 9: X DA for some A E d} the number of 
leaving $2 at U is 
(n - [r/l)! W,(U)(lUl- l)!. 
Since the sets {X: Ai c X c Bj} are disjoint, we have therefore 
saturated chains 
,$IA.cz B (n - IW IAiKl~l- 1Y + &‘” - If-JO! W,(WlV - 1Y =n!. 
, =I 
Furthermore, by Lemma 1 
.,CzC,, (n - [Ul)! IAjl(U - l)! = n!( Iz - IAB’;Ail)-l 
1 
and the result follows. Cl 
2. An identity related to Lemma 4.5 of [5] 
In (0, 1, . . . , m} x (0, 1, . . . , n} let (i, Z) s (i’, Z’) exactly if i s i’ and i <i’. 
An auxiliary result in [5] is: 
If Z t (0, 1, . . . , m} x (0, 1, . . . , n} is an antichain, then 
(2.1) 
The authors of [5] express the opinion that this inequality is interesting in itself. 
Actually, it is the LYM-inequality for the poset defined. To see this just count the 
saturated chains through 
(4, it) e Z = ((4, ii), - . . , CT, h-)1. 
Their number is 
( 
m + n - i, -jr i, + jt 
m - it >( . > 1, 
and since the total number of saturated chains is (“z”), we get 
~(m+~r:j*)(i~:“)(m:“)‘“‘. 
t=1 
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Now observe that the tth summand equals 
(m + n - i, -it)! (it + jt)! . m! n! . 
(m +n)! (m - i,)! i,! (n - jt)! jt! ’ 
which is just 
This was to be shown. 
Next we derive the following identity. 
Theorem 2 
Proof. We follow again the approach of [l]. To 
I = {(it, jr): 1 S t G T} 
we assign the upset 
% = {(i, j): (i, j) 3 (if, jJ for some t) 
and we count again the saturated chains according to their exits from “u. 
W.1.o.g. we assume iI 2 i2 2 . * * 2 iT. Then necessarily jI S j2 s . . - G jT, 
because I is an antichain. 
Therefore exits from % occur in three kinds of elements: 
(a) (i,, j) with jr < i s jI+l - 1, 
(b) (i, jJ with i, < i s i,_l - 1, 
(c) (it7 if). 
Counting the chains accordingly and rearranging binomial coefficients gives the 
identity. 0 
Part II: Uniqueness via identities 
3. Uniqueness for equality in Bollobh inequality 
Theorem 3. Suppose that A, c B1, . . . , AN c BN are subsets of L? such that 
Ai q! Bi for i f j, then 
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implies the existence of a D c Sz and a t with 
{A,:I=z~=sN}={A:AcD, IAI=t} and Bi=AiUD.l (3.1) 
Proof. For a system reaching equality we know from Theorem 1 that 
W&(X) = 0 for X e 6. (3.2) 
Let t = mini IAiJ and without loss of generality IAIl = t. For y E B, consider 
AI U {y} and notice that AI U {y} E 6’. Therefore W,(A, U {y} = 0) and all of the 
t-subsets of AI U {y} with 1 element in B, and t - 1 elements in AI are in .& We 
proceed now inductively. Suppose we know already that all t-subsets C with 
IC tl B,I = r, IC nAll = t - r are in &, we show then that all t-subsets D with 
IDrlB,I=r+l, (Df~B,l=r+l, IDnA,I=t-r-1 arein &?. 
Forthis notice that every t+l subset Ewith JEnB,J=r+l, JEnA,)=t-r 
contains by induction hypothesis at least r + 1 members of & (with t elements). 
Since r + 1 Z- 2, by the unrelatedness assumption necessarily E E 0 and thus 
W,(E) = 0. 
Hence all t-subsets of E are in .& and we have completed the induction: all 
t-subsets of A, U El are in &. Let us call this set of subsets d’. 
Clearly, 
n - IBI\AII 
Id” = ( IAll >’ 
Furthermore, for every i by unrelatedness Bi = Ai U Ci with Ci c B, \AI. Now 
any member Aj of &’ could take the role of A, and therefore 
Bj\Aj = BI\Al for Aj E .&!I. 
Thus 
=l and &?=&I. 
4. Uniqueness in the Spemer Theorem on unrelated chains of subsets by 
Griggs, Stahl and Trotter 
Afamilyofsets{A(i,j)c{l,2,...,n}: l<i<N,O<j<k}satisfying 
for all i, A(i, 0) c A(i, 1) c - * - c A(i, k), (4.1) 
for all i, i’, j, j’, with i # i’, A(i, j) c# A(i', j’) (4.2) 
is called a collection of unrelated chains with k + 1 sets each. Denote the maximal 
value of N for such collections by fk(n). 
1 The bar denotes complementation in the ground set { 1,2, . , n}. In later sections it also denotes 
complementation in the Minkowski sense for families of sets. 
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Theorem 2 of [2] states 
fan) = ( ,(nn-r#$2, > * (4.3) 
The following collection achieves this optimum. 
The sets A(i, 0) are the t-subsets of {k + 1, . . . , n} and for j Z= 1, A(i, j) = 
A(i, 0) U (1, . . . , j}. Here t equals [(n - k)/2] or [(n - k)/2]. 
Notice that instead of speaking about a chain we could equivalently consider 
the family of sets between its first and last member. Thus for the above collection 
Ai = A(i, 0), Bi=AilJ{l,...,k) 
and the Ai’S are the ](n - k)/2]-subsets (resp. ](n - k)/2])-subsets) of {k + 
1 , - * * , n}. We call this a canonical collection. 
Theorem 4. A collection with fk(n) unrelated chains of length k is canonical. 
PrOOf. Let {Ai: 1. E < ‘d N}; N = fk(n); where Sa, = {A(i, 0), . . . , A(i, k)}, be an 
optimal collection of unrelated chains. We begin as in [2] 
(4.4) 
Hence, 
fk(n) = 5 ’ s g( (nn_-kF12)( Iz - /~~~Ai’)-l s ( (nn_$2) 
i=l 
(4.5) 
by Bollobas’ inequality 
(4-b) 
Since there must be equality everywhere in (43, we also have identity in (4.6) 
and in (4.4), that is, for i = 1, . . . , N 
IAil = 191 or [?I, IBi\AiI = k 
By Theorem 1 the collection is canonical. 
Part III: Further special cloud-antichains and cloud-chains 
(4.7) 
5. On incomparable varying length chains of subsets 
Suppose now that in a CAC (~ii)~v=1 all clouds pi are chains. What can be said 
about CE’=, I%i]? 
A tight upper bound can be derived by the approach of [2]. There all chains are 
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assumed to have k + 1 elements. We allow chains of varying lengths and let /3(n) 
be the maximal number of elements in UK’=, pi. Using Bollobas’ inequality one 
obtains as in [2] 
n-l 
Btn) = z$l l%l s mpCz + l)( ,cn _ lj,2~ > * (5.1) 
The value 
f(u, Gf (I + I)( ,(n:;;,2, > 
is achieved for a canonical collection. It remains to be analyzed for which values 
of 1 we have f(n, I) = p(n). By an elementary calculation we get 
fh Wh I+ u-’ = 2 * ,(nn_;;,2, . (5.2) 
We show next that 
f(n, 1) >f(n, t) for 2 G t s n and all n 3 5. (5.3) 
Notice that by (5.2) 
f(sl)f(n,t)-‘qp n-1 =Llj n-L 
!=I I + 2 [(n - Q/2] t + 2 ,=I [(n - Z)/2] * 
For n odd therefore 
f(n, l)f(n, t)-’ &21t, . l(nn_-2;,2, =&2’ln1 > 1. 
Similarly for even n 2 6 
f(n, l)f(n, t)-’ 2 &21t/2J ,(nn_-l;,2, > -& 21tnJ 2 1 
and (5.3) holds. 
The optimal values in cases IZ s 4 are obtained by inspection. 
f(1, 1) = (1+ l)( l; 1) = 2, 
f(2, 2) = (1+ 2)( 2 ; 2) = 3, 
f(3, l)=2j3;l) =4, 
f(3,3)=4.1 =4, 
f(4,O) = 1 - (;) = 6, 
f(4, l)=2j4;l) =6, 
f(4,2)=3j4y2) =6. 
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Thus for II = 3,4 there are more than one solution. Also, I = 1 is only for the case 
n = 2, where f(2, 1) = 2(t) = 2 < 3, not optimal. Furthermore, by Pascal’s identity 
f(& 0) =f(n, 1) f or n even, whereas f(n, 1) >f(n, 0) for odd n. 
We summarize our findings. 
Theorem 5. For n # 2 
Nn) = 2( ,(nn--$2, > * 
There are several non-isomorphic solutions for n = 3, 4. There are two solutions 
f or n 5 4 even: 
f (n, 0) =f h 1). 
6. On incomparable chains with canonical weights 
Next we study the function 
Such questions involving rang(X) = 1x1 have been studied for ordinary antichains 
(cf. [91)* 
For any c : N X N + N we can write Bollobas’ inequality in the form 
c 44, I&l) < 1 
’ c(lAJ, lBJ)( n - /;;:“i’) - ’ 
(6.1) 
where Ai is the minimal and Bi the maximal element in the chain pi. If we define 
now c by 
c(f, I + A) = (A + 1)(1+ ;), then c(lAil, IBil) = C 1x1 (6.2) 
XSse, 
and from (6.1) 
c c 1x1s max c(Z,l+A) . 
i XEB; I+A<n 
Therefore 




On the other side the expression to the right can be achieved by the 
configurations described in Section 4 and we have equality in (6.4). The technical 
work starts now. What are optimal values for 1, A? 
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R(n) = (2[(n - 1Wl + 1)(,(nn_-$2, > * 
The proof is based on three properties of the function 
Lemma 2. 
(a) s(n,O)= (ma,)* m/21, 
(b) dn, l)=(,tnn_-I;,2, > $?[(n -1)Dl + 11, 
(c) g(n, A + 1) Gg(n, A) for A 3 1. 
Proof. Since 
(” ; l)(2f + 1) = (” ; l)21+ (” ; ‘) 
c ( n4 [(n-U21 )2T(n -Wl + (,nn_vIi,2, )  
(b) follows and (a) is obvious. 





and by Pascal’s identity 
g(n,A)=[(n-(t+l))+( n -‘-“; “)][(A+ l)(s +;)I. (6.7) 
Case: n - A even. 
g(n, A + 1) = ( “-(;“‘)[(A+2++3]. 
Notice that 2,s - 1 = n - A - 1 and thus (n - (A + 1)/s) = (n - (A + 1)/s - 1). 
Therefore 
0, A) = 2( “-(f+‘))[(A+l)(s+4)7. 
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It suffices to show that 
2(A + l)(s + 4) Z= (A + 2)(s + y) 
or (equivalently) that 
,,$s;+1. (6.8) 
The case A = 1, s = 0, that is n = 1, does not occur with A + 1. 
Otherwise (6.8) holds for all A 3 1 and s 3 0. 
Case: n - A odd. 
Now we have 
n-(A+l) 
2 1 =S-1 
and 
gh A + 1) = ( “,‘“:‘))[(A+~)((s-1)+3]. 
Using (6.7) we get 
g(n, A) - g(n, A + 1) = (n - (; + ‘)) [ (A + l)(s + $1 - (TI -s@: ‘))[s - 11. 
Since 
(A+l)(s++.rs2(r-l), 
it suffices to show that 
By our assumptions this amounts to showing that 
(~~l)a~(~) orthat &a? forkal. 
The Theorem states that g(n, 1) is optimal. By (c) in Lemma 1 the only 
competitor left is g(n, 0). Now one readily verifies that 
g(2m + 1,O) =g(2m + 1, l), g(2m, 0) <g(2% 1). (6.9) 
At any rate, g(n, 1) cannot be defeated. Cl 
7. On cloud-elmins 
We call a cloud-chain (CC) ((&JEr a R-CC, if 
l%il=k fori=l,2 ,..., M. (7-l) 
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Let M(n, k) be the maximal A4 for which a k-CC (Ce,)zr exists in 2(1*2,...*n). This 
quantity may be termed the maximal length of cloud chains with parameters k 
and n. 
Theorem7. ForncNund lsks2” 
n+l L--l if 2’-‘<k<2’, 
M(n, k) = 
ma&z,~ 2,n;:;‘l + ‘> ifk=2’. 
Proof. We can associate with a CC ((e,)Ei an ordinary chain (C,)zi defined by 
Ci = c-Jq, c- (7.2) 
Notice that 
Ci C C for all C E %$+I* (7.3) 
Ci may be the largest element in (e and it also can be the smallest element in 
%+i,l* For a k-CC necessarily 
ICi+rl - ICI 3 [log2 kI (7.4) 
and therefore 
(7.5) 
In case 2’-’ < k < 2’ we have [log, k] = 2 and equality can be achieved in (7.5) 
with the following CC: Start with %$ as set of all proper subsets of an Z-element 
set Ci, then define z2 = {C: C1 c C 5 C,}, where C2 extends C1 by Z-elements, 
etc. 
In case k = 2’, Cl has to be member of %r and an I + l-element extension of Cr 
is needed now for C,. Here C2 can be in (e, and thus an Z-element extension of C2 
suffices now again for C3. This procedure keeps alternating. Therefore 
M(n, 2’) = max 
( 
max 2f max 2t+l 
t(U+l)sn+l' r(*l+l)+Im+l > 
and the result follows. q 
(7.6) 
Part Iv: Basic extremal con6gurations involving two families 
8. Cloud-anti&tins of length 2 
Several two family extremal problems have been studied in the literature, 
however, to our knowledge not the following seemingly basic problem. 
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In case N = 2 the CAC consists of two families, say J& and W, of subsets of 
9 = 2R, with the property 
all A E d and B E 9 are incomparable. 
What can be said about the cardinalities of L&Z and LB? 
(8.1) 
Theorem 8. For Sz = { 1,2, . . . , n} a CAC (4 5%) in B = 2R satisfies 
(i) 1~21 - 1.931 S 22n-4, 
(ii) min{]dl, IBl} <2”-2 
and these bounds are tight. 
Proof. Obviously (i) implies (ii). 
Equalities occur for instance if 
~&={XEP:~EX,~$X} and 53={(xePlgX,2~X}. 
There are other such configurations as for example for IZ even 
d’ = {X E GP: 1 E x, IX - { l}l G ](n - 1)/2] }, 
B’ = {x E 9: 1 f# x, 1x13 ](n - 1)/2] }. 
Now we come to the heart of the matter. Define 
~vW={AUB:AE~,BES?} (8.2) 
and analogously d A LB. 
A special case of the inequality in [6] says 
I.&] - (531 s I.54 v .!?q * la A 931. (8.3) 
The key observation now is that all four sets are disjoint. For .& and W this 
follows from the incomparability. If now A’ E (d v 33) rl .d, then A’ =A U B, 
which would imply that contrary to the assumption B CA’. Similarly A’ E (d A 
38) n d implies A’ = A fl B and thus A’ c B, finally, A’ E (a v 9) rl (d A 3) 
yields A U B = A” rl B” and thus B c A”. 
Now, since I&] + 191 + I& v Bl + I& A $331 S2”, by the inequality of the ge- 
ometric and arithmetic means 1~41 - Ii331 * Id v 231 - Id A 231 s (2”/4)4, which, to- 
gether with (8.3) implies the result. Cl 
9. The asymptotic growth of mutually intersecting systems (MIS) 
Recall the definition of an MIS in the Introduction. We speak of an MIS 
(a, 9) as an (n, @)-MIS, if 
]dnB]~~.2”; JB,Bac? (9. I) 
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We determine here the optimal rate 
~ IdI Ial 
p(cu) = ‘:’ (d,B)(n.c~)-MIS 22” * sup 
Theorem 9. With the abbreviation y = qm 
(9.2) 
In particular for a = 0, p(0) = 4127. 
Proof. With the help of an ancient inequality we derive first an upper bound on 
p(a). This bound is described as the solution of an analytic optimisation problem. 
Next this problem will be solved. The parameters, for which the optimum is 
assumed, can be determined. Finally, using properties of these parameters we 
construct a sequence of MIS’s, which approach in rate p(a). 
The upper bound. Assume that ~4 and 53 are a non-extendable (n, a)-MIS. Then 








because otherwise by definition of % for some C C II C f 0, a contradiction. 
Define now 
&=&\%, .B*=$B\c. (9.7) 
We derive a bound on I.&l * ICBj via the inequality 
l&*1 . pB*l =s Id* v LB*1 * Id* A 53*1. (9-g) 
Since L$ v $3 c ‘G we have a fortiori 
.d*VLB*C%. 
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Assume to the contrary that for some A* E .d* and B * E 3* we have A* fl B* 4 
%. Then by definition of V there exists an X E d U $9 (say X E a) with 
A* fl B* rl X = 0 and thus X c A* fl B*. Now, since by definition of B* we have 
B* $ %, there exists a YE %I with Y n B* = 0. Therefore also X tl Y = 0, which 
contradicts the fact that (a, 9) is an intersecting system. 
From (9.8)-(9.10) we conclude that 
Id*1 * @*l d [%I - I%‘1 = pq*. (9.11) 
Now -define 
By (9.7), & = d* W Ce,, 9 = S?* U 5$ and by (9.4), d tl %I = (e, n %$. Therefore 
WI * PI s (w*I + I%lw*l+ l%lh (9.12) 
I%11 + I%&,1 S IV1 + (Y - 2”. (9.13) 
Furthermore, the sets ,rQ*, S#*, V, and 0 are disjoint. This is clear for d*, W*, 
and c& by the definitions and follows for @ from (9.6) and the fact .& U 48 = d* U 
B* U V. We thus have 
2 I’&1 + Iti*1 + IB*l S2”. (9.14) 
The inequalities (9.11)-(9.14) give after normalisation by 2” 
p(a) 6 B(a) 4 s(“-p’a + c,)(b + cz), (9.15) 
where the supremum is subject to the constraints 
(*) &SC*, c1+c*=c+(Y, a+b+2c=l, 
(Y s cl, cz, c and all numbers are nonnegative. 
Here we have replaced a + b + 2c d 1 by the equality, because increasing c until 
equality is reached just increases (a + c,)(b + c2) without violating the other 
constraints. 
The optimisation. We distinguish two cases. 
Case: a+cyab+c. 
The case a + cy > b + c and symmetrically the case a + c < b + (Y are treated 
later. Therefore we can assume a + c > b + (Y and that there exist cr, c2 with 
a+c,=b+c2= 
a+b+c+cu 1-C+(Y = 
2 2 - 
(9.16) 
This shows that c = @ is an optimal choice within this case. Furthermore, if 
a > b (resp. a d b) then by G + fi = 1, I/& decreases if a increases (resp. 
decreases) and we have reduced our case to a + (Y = b + c (resp. a + c = b + a). 
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In any case we are, by symmetry, in the next case. 
Case: a+a>b+c. 
Fromab=c’-s, s>O,anda+b+2c=lwederivethataandbarethetwo 
roots of (1 - 2c -x) x = c2 - E. W.1.o.g. a 5 b and thus 
a=2 l-c+~j=TTT, b=$-c-f-. (9.17) 
By our assumption and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality it is clear that a 
best choice is cl = a; c2 = c. We get 
(a + c,)(b + c2) = (f - c + I/$$ + a)(; - dm) 
= c - & + (c - a)@_ - gc - Ly) q(E), 
and 
f’(E) = -1 +~$$+o, 
because by assumption a - b = 2d1x 2 c - (Y. 
Therefore the choice E(C) = max(O, c - !) is optimal. We are left with the 
maximisation in c of 
g(c) p c - e(c) + (c - cr)V~ - c + e(c) - I(c - tr). 
Define 
g(c) for OGcG$ 
gl(c)=(O for $<cSl, 
g(c) for $<cSl, 
g2(c)={0 for OSc<$. 
Thus 






1= c = 1_ 
4 c 4 c 
or 
9c2 - (6cl: + 2)c + ti + cr = 0. 
We get 
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it can be shown that g’;(c) < 0. Thus with y = qm 
Now for a < c, gz(c) = $ - $(c - (u) and for (Y 5 $ therefore max+,g,(c) = 14. For 
ff<a, maxi,, g*(c) = t + $a. 
In summary 
max(/I*(cu),Q + i(u) Nff)=[~ for (Y < $, 
4 for (u>+. 
(9.21) 
Actually, i + f a < /3*( cu), because for (Y = $ the quantities are equal to a, for 
(Y = 0 /3*(o) = & > i and p*‘(a) <$ for all (w~a. 
Construction of asymptotically optimal MIS. In the preceding analysis we 
encountered the following facts: For (Y 2 a, c = c1 = c2 = (Y, a6 = (c - f)‘, and 
a=b=$- LY are optimal and for (Y - 4 < 1 this is the case for c1 = cu, c2 = c = 
$a + 4 + 4~6% and ab = c2. By our definition of an MIS in (9.1) in case (Y 3 $ 
it suffices to give a configuration for e! = $ achieving the value i. In this case and 
also in case Q< a the constructions are obtained by proper adjustments of the 
parameters in the following basic scheme. Let n = k - 1 and partition sZ= 
11, 2, . . 
Clearly, 
Case: 
, n} into the sets & = {k(i - 1) + 1, . . . , ki}; i = 1, 2, . . . , 1. Consider 
8 = {E c 52: E n 8 = 8 for at least one i}, 
8={FcQ:Ffl~#fforalli=1,2 ,..., r}. 
(8, 9) is an MIS. It has the parameters 
I$?( = 2k’ - (2k - l)‘, (9.22) 
191 = (2k - l)‘, (9.23) 
]8n91=(2k-1)~-(2k-2)! (9.24) 
a’= f. 
and with the choice 1 = ,~2~ we have for any Y > 0 and k 2 k(v, p) 
J&l * IBIS 22”[(1 - eeP)eeP - v], 
]d fl 31 G 2”[eeP - eKzP + v]. 
The result follows with the choice e-’ = 4. 
A shifting procedure. One could have defined a (n, a)-MIS by requiring equality 
in (9.1). For the rate function p’ corresponding to this notion p’(a) < p(a). We 
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show first that p’(a) = p(a), for a! 3 d by shifting elements in the previous MIS 
towards the common part. This technique is genuinely used for our proof of 
p(a)sP(m) for (usa. In the construction above 1.&l 2-” + 4, \‘33~2-” -, 4, 
lafl%]2-“+~. 
Consider now any B E MIN B* = {X E 3: 3X’ E %*, X 3 X’} and observe that 
i?nB’#O forall B’EC~~*\{B}. (9.25) 
Define now LB** = B* - {B, l?} and similarly for A E MIN &*a** = &!*\{A, A}. 
Finally set % * * = % U {A, B}. These definitions are possible, because .r4* and 3* 
are closed under complementation! Now (9.25) and its analogue for ~2 imply that 
(,** u ce**, LB** U %**) is an MIS. Its common part has increased by 2 
elements. Iteration of such shifts of elements gives for any k < 4 (Se* ( an MIS 
(s8(‘) , !GBck)) with 
IsP)l = l&q pq = pq 
and 
I.&)1 n $B3(k)( = Iti rI B3RJ+ 2k - 2”a 3 
if 2k - (a - 4)2”. This is possible because cy s 4 and Id*] - 42”. 
&se: a=+ 
In the previous construction we have 
(sB*( = (&\a tlL%l- 2”(1- eKP)*, 
I%?*( = IL%\& tl 331 -2n(e-@)2, 
1.~2 n CBI- 2”(1 - eKP)eeP 
and therefore with V = ~4 fl3, (.&*I l.%*l - l%‘l*. 
From the proof of the converse we know that ab = c*, cl = a, c2 = c are 
optimal. We have to choose %,, VZ2 c % with 
+&= %, V&c %, I%1 -(Y.2” (9.26) 
and can define 
a~=a*uce,, LBRn=$33*lJ(e2. (9.27) 
Now 
]a”] ]L?P] 2-*” - ((1 - e-“)” + cy)ewr 
and since 
max [(l - edP)* + o]eKP = /3((u) 
c 
the proof is complete. q 
Remark. A closer look at our proof shows that it yields more than we stated in 
Theorem 9. If we call a triple (rl, r,, a) achievable in case there exist for all large 
n MIS’s (~4, LB) with 
WI 191 2”srl, 2”sr2, and wnnl 2” s a, 
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then we can actually get these triples by the specifications 
r,=a+c,, r, = b + c2, ab s c2, q+c2=c+(Y, 
a+b+2c=l, and a G cl, c2, c. 
10. Mutually comparable systems (MCS) 
(a, 53); 0#d, LBCc*; is an MCS, if all members A E d and B E 9 are 
comparable, that is, A I B or A c B holds. 
We write A x B, if A and B are comparable and also ~4 x 5% if (Se, 93) is an 
MCS. 
Our first observation is: 
XxAI, XxA2 + XxA,flA,, XxAIUAZ. (10.1) 
We verify this now. 
IfXcA,, XcA,, thenXcA,nA,cA,UA,; 
ifXIA*, XxA2, thenX~AA,UA2~A,flA2; and 
ifXxA1, XcAZ, thenA,nA2=A,cXcAz=A,UA,. 
This implies that an MCS (a, 9) is transformed into an MCS, if we replace d 
(resp. B) by 2 (resp. g), the smallest set containing 4 which is closed under 
unions and intersections. Furthermore, also (~4 U (0, a}, 93 U (0, 52)) is again an 
MCS. Whereas for MIS we presented asymptotically optimal results, we give now 
exact answers for the corresponding problems for MCS. 
We assign to (a, 9) the sets 
and the parameters (a, b, c), where 
a = Idi, b = 191, c = I%]. (10.3) 
Let Y(n) be the set of triples achievable by MCS’s. It suffices to characterize the 
set 8(n) of extremal triples in s(n) because all other triples can be obtained by 
omitting elements from 4 93 or Ce. Notice that % is always a chain and therefore 
only the values c = 0, 1, . . . , n + 1 can occur. 
Notice also that extremal triples can be achieved only for MCS’s (d, g). The 
following result is the basic tool for our analysis of such systems 
Lemma 3. For every MCS (8, 9) with ~4’ = d\{O, Q}, 93’ = 8\{0, Sz} there is 
a non-empty T c Q with 
(i) TcXforallXEd’or TcXforallXE9’, 
(ii) {T}xdUg. 
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Proof. Let 2 have minimal cardinality among the members of z2’ U $33’ and 
w.1.o.g. let 2 E $53’. The minimality of Z and the relation {Z} x d’ imply 
ZcA forallAE&‘. (10.4) 
Therefore the set 
T= f--) A 
AEd 
(10.5) 
is not empty and satisfies (i). 
Furthermore, by our definitions T E d’. Therefore {T} x C% and (ii) follows 
with (i). 
The Lemma says that for a T, # 0 only some members of 3 (resp. Sa) are 
contained in Tl and the others as well as all members of ti (resp. $3) contain Tl. 
Applying the Lemma next to 52, = O\T,, d, = {A\T,:A E d}, B1 = {B\ 
T,: B E %I} we find a T2 c QR\ T; T2 # 0. Reiteration by a most n steps of this 
construction leads to a sequence of sets 
S,=T,, S,= T,U T,, S,=T,UT,UT,,... 
and a sequence of families of subsets of D 
33, 91, . . * 
suchthatforj=0,1,2,... and&=0 
Si c D c Sj+l for all D E 2?Jj (10.6) 
and 
gjiic& or $BjdiC, U~j=auB. (10.7) 
The ,!$ may belong to both sets d and $33, to one of them, or to none of them. 
The last case can be ignored, because it is not extremal. A ~j may be empty, 
but then again for an extremal configuration always I$+,[ = IS,] + 1. 
Otherwise in extremal cases by (10.6) and (10.7) the gj’s must be ‘intervals’. In 
an ad hoc terminology %’ c 2R is an (i, j)-interval, if 
%= {X: YsXsZ} and IYI =i, IZI = j. (10.8) 
Similarly, [i, j)-intervals, (i, j]-intervals and [i, j]-intervals are defined. The 
notation reflects whether Y or Z or both are in 3% Correspondingly we speak of 
open, half-open or closed intervals. 
We call % an i -j-chain, if 
SC {{x1, . . . 9 xi}, {x1, . . . 3 xi+l>, . . . P {x1, . . . 9 xj}}. (10.9) 
We summarize now the foregoing explanations. 
An extremal (a, 3) is of the following form: There is a sequence of intervals 
(of the 4 types described above) and chains with increasing indices such that 
neither chains nor intervals occur in immediate succession. The chains are 
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contained in % and the intervals are contained in &?* or LB*. At this point 
calculations are necessary to establish the following result. 
Theorem 10. The extremal set of parameters for MCS i,r 
g(n) = {(a, b, ) c :a=2”-2+c,b=28-2+c,c=n+3-a-/3; 
where 1 c LX, /3<cy+Bcn} 
U{(a,b,c):a=2”-2+c,b=2,c=n+2-a;wherelsasn} 
U {(a, 6, c): a = C, b = 2O - 2 + c, c = n + 2 - 6; where 1s p 6 n}. 
Proof. (1) In the configuration described above we can assume that all intervals 
are open, because otherwise we can shift the ‘boundary points’ to the neighbour- 
ing chain and (a, b, c) is transformed into (a, b + 1, c + 2), if the interval is in 
54*. 
(2) No two intervals are in J&!* or in W*, because 
21,+[2 - 2 > 2” - 2 + 2” - 2 
says that replacement of two intervals by one is an improvement. 
(3) We are left with two possible situations: 
(a) O-i-chain+ (i, j)-interval+j-k-chain+ (k, Q-interval- Z-n-chain, 
where Osi<j<k<lsn. Here 
c=i+l+k-j+l+n-l+l, 
a = 2i-’ - 2 + c 7 b=2’-k-2+c 
and with the correspondence a = j - i, p = 1 - k the result follows. 
(b) O-i-chain+ (i, j)-interval+j-n-chain. Here 
c=i+l+n-j+l, a = 2i-i - 2 + c, b=c 
(or symmetrically a = c, b = 2’-’ - 2 + c), 0 s i < j 6 n. For (Y = j - i we get 
finally 
a=2n-2+c, b = c, c=n+2-Lr; lGa<n. 0 
Notice that for (Y = 1 d and 9 equal the O-n-chain, and for a = it d = 2R and 
9 = (0, Q}. 
Remarks. (1) If (a, b, c) is extremal, then (a*, b*, c) = (a -c, b -c, c) is not 
necessarily extremal. However, the set 8*(n) = {(a*, b*, c): extremal triples 
achievable by MCS) can also easily be determined by using not only open 
intervals. 
(2) An analysis of MCS with more than two sets can be given along these lines. 
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